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Taming Your Inner and Outer Bullies: Confronting Life's Stressors and Winning [Steven B. Rosenstein LSCW MS BCD]
on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. >Learn to deal with the inner and outer bullies that
thwart your ability to live a happy and fulfilling life with Taming Your Inner and Outer Bullies.

Refresh and try again. Rate this book Clear rating 1 of 5 stars 2 of 5 stars 3 of 5 stars 4 of 5 stars 5 of 5 stars
How would you feel and what would you do, if on an average day of your life, you discover a piece of
information that will forever bring to light the illusions surrounding your world? She thought she knew all
about herse How would you feel and what would you do, if on an average day of your life, you discover a
piece of information that will forever bring to light the illusions surrounding your world? She thought she
knew all about herself. She thought she knew all about her family history. Then, like a tornado descending
upon her home, the deceptions are obliterated. Those family members she trusted can no longer be trusted.
Shattered Lies, by S. Francis is about a woman who is on a quest to learn the truth about herself and her family
no matter what the outcome or the consequences. As we all know, social injustices not only tear at the fabric
of societies, they cause terrible pain and suffering for those directly impacted by their destructive natures.
Believe me, this a highly emotional story that takes place in the south and is well written. The characters are
so real and heartfelt that I felt as if I was standing next to all the family members as they struggled to repair the
destruction done to shattered lives. Redstone and I am a published author. I am a senior author who is now
writing senior romances. What I am requesting are beta readers for my current novel, which is about a magical
fifty-five and over retirement community. This is the premise. With their golden years approaching, seniors
look forward to their retirement. Despite personal and family tragedies, poor health, soured marriages, many
will purchase a home in a fifty-five and over retirement community with the hope for a life of leisure. Upon
awakening the first morning, what would be more startling, more thrilling, and more mysterious than looking
in the bathroom mirror, and seeing a young person staring back at you. A long tense moment occurs.
Recognition has you reeling. The young face with the same jaw dropping astonishment is you! If you are
interested in reading the draft, please let me know.
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Learn to deal with the inner and outer bullies that thwart your ability to live a happy and fulfilling life with Taming Your
Inner and Outer Bullies. Here is an all-inclusive guide to help you identify the forces that bully you and see how to
control them.

Vicki Dear Readers, We have heard people from all walks of life discuss the subject of bullying recently. I
have been swamped with letters from people who have been intimidated by bullies in our own military
community. They fear reprisal or being the shunned by others in their unit. Cyber bullies go on social network
sites and cell phones to taunt you, call you names and spread nasty rumors. They leave you degrading
messages until it destroys your self-esteem and self-worth. Many students across our country have decided to
take their own lives in response to cyber bullying. It happens on college campuses when someone posts
pictures of your first sexual encounters to others. Bullying even happens in our homes. I see it among my
clients all the time. Perhaps you bully your wife, your husband or your significant other with harsh words,
screaming or yelling at them, threatening to ruin their lives or to do bodily harm. Is there any help for the bully
or for the victim? People ponder why bullies bully others. By now, you are reflecting on your experience of
being bullied by some kids in your class and you are probably saying to yourself: Bullying is not so bad. One
experience could leave someone perfectly fine while another person experiencing the same thing could be
emotionally and mentally scarred permanently. We may not be able to wipe out bullying forever, but here are
three things you should consider for the bully in you. What are you getting from bullying? Try to diligently
search and discover what you gain from bullying and beating other people down e. Then ask yourself, is there
another way I can feel powerful and in control rather than bullying other people? Give the Golden another try.
Now that you are an adult, try on the Golden Rule for size. Do unto others as you would have them do unto
you. I know this sounds corny, but I think this is something that everyone should consider. You can make a
decision to stop because this behavior is unacceptable. Accept responsibility for your actions. It is time to
realize the emotional damage that you cause other people. You know you have bullied people. You know you
have caused insurmountable pain, embarrassment, low self-esteem and low self-worth. People who are bullied
seek therapy and counseling in outpatient clinics and from inpatient hospitalization. A part of accepting
responsibility for bullying may include seeking the same services too. Bullying may happen all over our
community. Take a minute to think of your behavior and how important your kindness is to so many other
people. It is to me.
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LinkedIn Time to tame your inner critic! It is often said that the most difficult relationship you have is the one
you have with yourself. We are bully-busting the numerous tricks and ways your inner critic interferes with
your dreams, business, career and life. But first, we need to understand just what our inner critic is and where
it came from. Where did it all start? Our inner critic is part of our ego structure and personality. We all have an
inner bully or inner critic. We may not be aware of its constant criticisms and judgments. We are its hosts. No
one is immune to the constant chitchat of their negative self-speak. Every person on the planet will hear the
criticisms of the inner-critic, but what it has to say will vary from person to person and country to country
based on cultural ideals. The inner critic comes from messages given to us since birth. It is born, just like us,
into a family. Your inner critic takes on his or her role from birth. He or she is really the voice of your primary
caregivers. They want you to grow into responsible adults and the inner critic is really a manifestation of their
concern. Your primary caregivers mean well. They want you to excel out in the wide world, so they make
comments to set you on the right path. Just stop and think for a moment. Maybe you can remember scenarios
where your mum made comments about your weight or looks; or you crashed your car or lost your new watch
and were grilled about being irresponsible. As children we absorb these negative, sometimes contradictory,
messages. The critic exists to protect us from being shamed or hurt. Ironically, the critic wants us to succeed in
life, to be accepted by our family, friends and peers, and to be loved and liked by others. It modifies our
behaviour by repeating what it saw and heard, teaching us how to stay safe, do well and avoid displeasing
those who are crucial to our survival. If the critic feels we are too much, it will cut us down; if we are not
enough, it will try to motivate us to excel. It functions just like our primary caregivers, fulfilling all their
expectations. However, we have now grown up, but our inner critic has not; it keeps spewing the same
outdated judgments, advice and criticisms in an attempt to keep us safe. Is it all starting to make sense?
Self-sabotage is an intrapsychic conflict, a part of our personality that acts in conflict with another part. One
side wants one thing; the other wants something completely different. The inner critic creates this conflict
because we become conflicted with the values and beliefs of our parents and our own natural desires and
tendencies as adults. No baby is born lazy, clumsy or stupid. Notice what happens as the bully speaks. Start
with an inner critic journal. Write down each day and at various times, and in different situations, the things
your critic is saying to you. Note, too, what was happening at that time. Then think about what your inner
bully is trying to achieve by talking to you. Do you notice any themes, such as a fear of failure, or patterns of
behaviour, such as procrastination? The critic is powerful, but only if you buy into its silly speak. Adults were
right and children were wrong. Even when the adults were wrong, they still had power over kids simply
because they were older so knew better. My lazy bully said: I ended up with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome for
five years when I kept listening to you. In a sarcastic tone, I replied to my bully: What stories are they telling
you? As a result, what are you afraid of? All about developing an awareness of your negative self-talk and
devising strategies to incorporate into your life so that every time you hear the voice of the inner critic, you
can recognise it and untangle yourself from it. If you can improve your relationship with your inner critic, its
voice will drown out.
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Some traits are common to all, while others remind us more of our friends or enemies. The truisms are
presented randomly, reflecting the illogical thinking of the outer child to help you better spot its maneuvers
and find its hiding places. The list is by no means exhaustive and not all items will relate to you, but let them
inspire you to identify your own unique outer child characteristics. Submit them to me and add to the growing
data base. Batten down the hatches, fasten your seat belt, and get ready for a bumpy ride. Outer Child is the
selfish, pig headed, self-centered part of all of us. It blocks the perfectly decent relationship you could
otherwise have with your self. In other words, it blocks self-love. Outer Child steps right in and takes over
when we least expect it. Even if you had every intention of handling a particular situation in a mature, adult
manner, Outer child handles things its own way, leaving you holding the bag. Like, when you decide to calmly
express a grievance to a friend, Outer swoops in bringing up the past and shouting. Outer Child is
developmentally between eight and twelve. Self-centeredness is age-appropriate for Outer child. Outer Child
is developmentally old enough to have its own little executive ego much to our chagrin. It is old enough to
forcefully exercise its will, but it is not old enough to understand consequences, let alone, the rights and
feelings of others. Outer Child wears many disguises, especially in public. Even the nicest people we know
can act like an eight year old with a full blown conduct disorder perhaps not in public when they feel rejected,
dismissed, abandoned. Stress energizes Outer Child. People with extremely stressful, traumatic childhoods
tend to have very stressed out inner children and therefore very active Outer children. Outer Child throws
temper tantrums and goes off in tirades if feels even slightly criticized, rejected, or abandoned. Outer Child is
emotionally disturbed at times. Outer Child blames its faults on your mate. It projects your unacceptable traits
onto your mate. Outer Child also projects its shortcomings onto your children. Outer Child has OPD â€”
obnoxious personality disorder. Outer Child is negatively attracted to the faults of others. If all else fails, just
deny it. Outer Child takes revenge against the Self. It sees itself apart from Self and creates a schism between
Big You and Little You whenever an opening presents itself â€” that is, whenever you lose touch with your
feelings. Outer Child would rather do something that will make you fat or broke than thin or fiscally
responsible. Outer Child is a hedonist. Outer Child talks about your friends behind their back. Outer Child
hates it when your friends talk about you behind your back. Outer Child loves to tattle. Badmouthing someone
and exposing their shortcomings is deeply satisfying to Outer Child. Outer Child thrives on chaos, loves crisis,
and lives to create drama. Outer Child enjoys playing the victim, that is, when not playing the martyr. Outer
Child is a world class procrastinator. Outer Child makes huge messes that take forever to clean up. Outer
Child makes you late for appointments. Outer Child loses things and blames it one of your children. Outer
Child can find an excuse for anything. Outer Child tries to look cool and makes you look foolish. Outer Child
is reactive rather than active or reflective. It is defensive rather than open to feedback, self-justifying rather
than self-aware. Outer Child hates asking for either help or directions. It would rather get you frustrated or
lost. Outer Child acts like a tyrant, but is secretly a coward, afraid to assert its needs appropriately. Outer
Child splits its personality between home and office. Hyde â€” nice at work, a tyrant at home or vise versa.
Outer Child under-reacts when a friend steps on your toes. Outer pretends to be gracious: Outer Child
specializes in blame. If it has an uncomfortable feeling, somebody must be at fault. Outer Child reacts to all
pain with anger. Anger is secondary emotion. When you stub your toe, it hurts. Outer Child reacts to
emotional pain this way also i. Outer displaces its anger at the person triggering it or any inanimate object that
gets in your way. Outer Child is charged to DO something about anything that makes you angry. It can
become blood thirsty, its rampage fueled by adrenaline and other brain chemicals that increase your
impulsivity and decrease your reasoning capacity. Outer uses crying as a manipulation. But this ploy is so
automatic, primitive, and unconscious, that if you call out Outer on it, it becomes indignant and cries louder.
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Outer Child criticizes others to keep the heat off of itself. Outer Child has a phony laugh to cover up stray
feelings. Buy now, pay tomorrow. Cookies now, diet tomorrow. Outer Child uses diversionary tactics to hide
your vulnerability, like making jokes or creating chaos. Outer Child takes your lovers as emotional hostages.
Outer Child expects a new lover to compensate it for all of the hurts and betrayals inflicted by old
relationships dating all the way back to childhood. Outer Child uses people places and things as props on its
melodramatic stage. Outer Child takes internal feelings and creates circumstances in the outside world that
allow you to externalize them. Outer Child insists on driving a jalopy which breaks down a lot, and you get to
blame your internal feelings of helplessness and frustration on the incompetence of your mechanic. Outer
Child is hooked on a lover who cheats, so when you catch him, rather move on, you revel in the right to
scream your deepest despairs at him. You stay in the relationship to reenact your longstanding angst of
unrequited love with a live person â€” a substitute for the parent who made you feel abandoned in childhood.
Outer Child has a favorite feeling: In fact, all of the other feelings like sadness, hurt, lonelinessâ€¦well, they all
make Outer angry. Outer Child is an actor. Herein lays the challenge of dealing with Outer child. Is it the real
you or your Outer child disguised as you? Outer Child has a covert agenda: Becoming aware of your Outer
child defenses helps you readjust the mechanisms causing the dysfunction. Outer reacts to this by trying even
harder to reinstate these patterns. Outer Child has a hole in its pocket when it comes to either anger or money.
Outer must spend it. Outer Child wants what it wants immediately. Outer Child gets right in the middle when
we try to start a new relationship. It becomes over-reactive, over- demanding, over-needy. Outer Child may be
found in our mates. When we get into power struggles with our actual children, we find ourselves battling our
own Outer child because our real-life children aggravate our hidden nemesis. Sometimes we secretly
encourage our real children to fulfill our hidden Outer child needs. Outer Child strives for its own self interest
while pretending to protect Little You. But Outer wants one thing only â€” its own way. Outer Child can be
very cunning, putting its best foot forward when pursuing a new partner. It can act the picture of altruism,
decency, kindness, and tolerance. Then when Outer succeeds in catching its prey, it suddenly becomes cold,
critical, unloving, and sexually withholding. Outer makes us pity the person willing to love us. Outer Child
gets a headache just on time for the boudoir. Outer Child is a people pleaser with ulterior motives.
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Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Taming Your Inner and Outer Bullies: Confronting Life's Stressors
and Winning at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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Seven B. Rosenstein is the author of Taming Your Inner and Outer Bullies ( avg rating, 1 rating, 1 review, published ).
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